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Abstract: The actual bus headway often deviates from the planned departure frequency because
of external factors, such as traffic conditions and public transport demand, leading to transit
resource waste and reducing the quality of service. In view of the existing shortcomings of the
current dispatching strategy, a mixed integer programming model, integrating a bus-holding and
stop-skipping strategy, is constructed to improve transit service with a minimum cost. The real-time
optimal holding and stop-skipping strategies can be obtained by solving the proposed model using
the Lagrangian relaxation algorithm. A numerical example is conducted using real transit GPS
(Global Position System) and IC (Intelligent Card) data in Harbin. The results show that compared
to a single control strategy, the proposed hybrid model is a better trade-off between the quality
of the transit service and the operation cost. Notably, such a strategy would produce a minimal
passengers’ average travel time coefficient. It is a great help for promoting the transit service level
and increasing competitiveness.
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1. Introduction

Various indicators are proposed to evaluate the service quality of public transportation, and
frequency is one of the key indexes. Increasing the frequency could provide better services intuitively.
However, in fact, the improvement of transit service is limited when the frequency achieves a
certain level. It is proved that bus headway fluctuation has important effects on the transit
capacity [1]. Therefore, maintaining the stability of bus headway is one of the most important goals of
bus dispatching.

Bus headway is the time interval between two adjacent buses of the same route. When buses are
running along the route, many influence factors, such as traffic conditions, traffic signals and the public
demand, disturb the route [2–4] and lead the buses to hardly follow the planned schedule. Thus, the
bus headways fluctuate and the quality of transit service declines. Real-time bus dispatching strategies
can be implemented to maintain stable headways and to evenly distribute the buses along the route
as soon as possible. There are two types of these dispatching strategies, inter-station dispatching
and in-station dispatching [5]. Inter-station dispatching strategies control running the processes of
buses, such as transit signal priority [6,7] and bus lanes [8,9]. Bus lanes and signal priority are effective
ways to reduce the influence on running buses caused by external factors. However, due to the
complexity of urban traffic systems, it is difficult to coordinate with other traffic modes and these
inter-station strategies hardly achieve the desired results in practical application. Alternately, the
in-station dispatching strategies control only buses parking at stations. Two methods are used to
adjust bus headways. The first one is a holding strategy which forces the front buses to delay for
a while to maintain the headways; the other one is a stop-skipping strategy which forces the buses
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running behind to skip some stops to catch up with the schedule. In-station dispatching strategies
are more effective in keeping the stability of bus headways for a lower level of complexity and a
higher feasibility.

Optimal holding strategies can produce nearly uniform headways with minimum variance.
However, the travel time of passengers in buses increases as the buses are held for an additional
period of time at stations. Besides, the turnover rate of the controlled route would fall because all
the buses of this route are delayed and thus the operating cost rises to some extent. Stop-skipping
strategies could speed up the buses being controlled and reduce the travel time of passengers in buses.
The waiting time of passengers at the skipped stops, however, is doubled. Furthermore, at some
level, the coverage of transit service is narrowed. In part, these observations motivated our study.
Therefore, this paper contributes to using the complementary advantages of holding and stop-skipping
dispatching strategies to construct a hybrid strategy, aiming to reduce the whole travel time of all
passengers and improve the transit service quality while also considering the cost. In addition, the
real-time data of Automatic Vehicle Location are used to strengthen the real-time performance of
the strategy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the related work
regarding holding, stop-skipping and other in-station dispatching strategies. The third section gives a
mathematical description of the problem and constructs the optimization model. The algorithm to
solve the proposed model using Lagrangian relaxation is designed in the following section. In the
fifth section, a case study is provided to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy. Lastly, the
final section discusses the results and concludes this paper.

2. Literature Review

The most well-studied strategy is bus holding, which can hold a bus for a certain moment at
certain stops (the control points) to approach optimized targets. Two optimization guidelines are
used in bus holding, schedule-based and headway-based. The schedule-based bus holding strategy
is to hold buses at certain stops to match a pre-published schedule [10–13]. This kind of method
is applicable to low transit demand as the headway is generally long in this case. For the case of
high transit demand and shorter headways, the headway-based holding methods are preferable.
With the development of Global Position System (GPS) and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL), more
complicated and practical holding strategies are becoming a hot research topic. Minimizing the waiting
time of passengers at stops is mostly considered as the objective function in these models and the
output results are the holding time of each bus at the control point [14–16]. For the sake of commercial
speed, Daganzo proposes a self-adaptive control strategy which can produce approximately uniform
headways [17]. The strategy determines the holding time dynamically according to the real-time
information of the front bus. The simulation results show that this strategy is effective, with little
disturbance from external factors. Satisfactory results cannot be found when the disturbance is
obvious enough. To overcome this problem, Daganzo and Pilachowski propose another strategy
with bus-to-bus cooperation which can avoid bus bunching effectively [18]. However, Bartholdi and
Eisenstein aim to find the most suitable headways for the current situation. The strategy can make the
system optimal rather than uniform headway [19]. As the vehicles’ seating capacity is limited, as is the
tolerance of passengers, most of the studied holding strategies are difficult to apply in practice.

Also, stop-skipping strategies, which let buses skip stops when bus bunching happens, are
proposed. The stop-skipping strategies were firstly studied and used in urban rail transit [20,21]
because the travel time of trains can be estimated easily and exactly. Then this kind of dispatching
strategy was brought in to improve the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) [22,23]. Stop-skipping could speed
up the buses and is coincident with the concept of BRT. As for the regular public transport, buses are
usually running slowly because of some disruptions, especially in rush hours. So the stop-skipping
strategy is considered to be effective. Obviously, this strategy inevitably brings service losses for
passengers waiting or alighting at the skipped stops. Thus, stop-skipping was often considered in the
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planning process at first rather than real-time operation [24]. Thanks to GPS and AVL, real-time bus
position data can be obtained and researchers have begun to investigate the real-time application of
stop-skipping strategies [25]. The real-time stop-skipping problem describes that buses are determined
to skip some stops dynamically according to the service disruptions [26,27]. Both transit operators
and passengers are considered in these objective functions. Bus travel time is assumed to be random
to estimate the real-time positions of buses [28]. The stop-skipping strategies can obviously speed
up the buses. However, extra time is added to these passengers. The waiting times of passengers
who are waiting at the skipped stops is doubled. In addition, passengers whose destinations are the
skipped stops have to get off at other stops. In addition, bus headway, which is an important indicator
reflecting service quality, is ignored in these strategies.

Besides, hybrid strategies are proposed to get better results. Cortés et al. integrate holding and
stop-skipping based on the hybrid predictive control theory [29]. A multi-objective optimization model
is constructed aiming to minimize passenger waiting time and the negative effects. The results solved
by the genetic algorithm show that the two objectives are opposite and consistent. The measure is
significant to promote transit service if balance solutions are obtained. Delgado et al. consider that
limiting boarding could be an alternative measure rather than stop-skipping. They propose a hybrid
control model in the rolling time domain using holding and limiting boarding [30]. However, the
detailed implementation programs of limiting boarding are not discussed in their research.
So Delgado et al. improve their model and holding and limiting boarding can be implemented
more flexibly [31]. Theoretically, hybrid control measures are more effective. However, due to
the confinement of assumptions on the models and algorithms, communication between several
departments and the tolerance of passengers, a wide range of challenges exist for transit agencies to
apply these methods in practice. Thus, it is critical to find a better hybrid strategy of holding and
stop-skipping to improve the transit service quality while reducing the operating cost. This is exactly
one of the contributions of this paper.

3. Real-Time Hybrid Bus Dispatching Optimal Model

3.1. Problem Description and Assumption

This study focuses on a hybrid in-station bus dispatching method integrating holding and
stop-skipping to minimize the objective function. For convenience, the following assumptions
are given:

1. For the sake of simplicity, the bus route is assumed to be loop-shaped and there is only one
control point, which is the terminal station, to implement the holding strategy. Of course other
shapes of bus route and more control points are applicable and the idea is the same.

2. The arrival time and departure time of each bus at any station can be obtained in real-time by
bus GPS.

3. The process of acceleration and deceleration of buses around stops is ignored.
4. There is a prerequisite, which is the bus arrival time prediction, for any bus dispatching strategy.

In this study, the predicted inter-arrival time can be kept in its general form. In addition, it can be
well replaced by any results according to the actual application.

5. The stop-to-stop origin-destination (OD) matrix can be estimated.

The purpose of this model is to determine the optimized holding time at the control point and
decide the stops to be skipped. So the in-station dispatching problem can be described as a mixed
integer programming model. The key variables are defined in Table 1 below.

In Table 1, ai and ωi,j are the decision variables of the proposed model. The main idea of the
strategy is to determine the holding time of each bus when it arrives at the terminal station as well
as the stops to be skipped of each bus to optimize the objective function. The study aims to improve
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the transit service quality significantly with minimal operating cost. Thus, there is a trade-off among
multiple objectives in the objective function.

Table 1. The definition of key variables.

Variables Definition

n Total number of buses of the studied route
m Total number of stops the studied route

ωi,j Decision variable, 0-1 variable, when bus i stops at station j, ωi,j “ 1; otherwise, ωi,j “ 0
ai Decision variable, holding time of bus i at the terminal station
si Time interval between departure time of bus i ´ 1 and arrival time of bus i at the terminal station

hi,j The predicted inter-arrival time between bus i ´ 1 and bus i at stop j, i.e., the bus headway

The transit route is represented in Figure 1 below. The holding strategy is implemented only at the
terminal station and stop-skipping can be applied at any stop except the terminal station. When bus 1
arrives at the terminal station, the state of the system is s1 which is the time interval between the
departure of bus 0 and the arrival of bus 1. Then bus 1 is determined to be held for a1 and after that
bus 1 departs from the terminal station. Now the headway h1 is ps1 ` a1q. Note that a1 is determined
according to the state of all the buses of the route, so it is necessary to predict the arrival time of
other buses, which is represented by the blue distribution curves. Then ai is the optimal value which
can minimize the variance of th1, h2, ..., hnu. When a bus arrives at the terminal station, the model
determines the holding time of this bus and the departure time. Stops to be skipped are decided in the
process of buses running.
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3.2. Objective Function

3.2.1. Passengers’ Waiting Time at Stations

The passenger waiting time at bus stations is one of the important evaluation indicators of the
transit service level. So the priority is to minimize the waiting time at stops and improve transit service.
Without considering the stop-skipping, the waiting time only depends on the bus headway and transit
demand. Due to stop-skipping, extra waiting time occurs at the skipped stop. Usually, the average
waiting time at a stop is the half of the bus headway. When the stop is skipped by bus i (ωi,j “ 0),
the passengers, who are waiting for bus i at first, have to wait for bus i ` 1. For these passengers,
the actual average waiting time is one and a half headway. In addition, new passengers arrive to
wait for bus i` 1 and their average waiting time is the half of the bus headway. Figure 2 describes
this situation.
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Thus, the total passenger waiting time at stations can be expressed as:

J1 “

n
ÿ

i“1

m
ÿ

j“2

tp1´ωi,jqr0.5hi`1,jQi`1,j `Q˚
i,jp0.5hi,j ` hi`1,jqs ` 0.5hi,jQi,jωi,ju (1)

where Qi,j is the number of passengers waiting for bus i accumulated in hi,j; Q˚
i,j is the number of

passengers remaining to wait for bus i` 1 due to skips of bus i.

3.2.2. Bus Headway Variance

(1) The desired bus headway

As mentioned above, bus headway is significant for the utilization efficiency of transit capacity.
Thus, the strategy aims to reduce the bus headway variance as much as possible. Usually, the bus
headway of a route is the reciprocal of frequency at the initial station. The desired bus headway is
the travel time of the whole route divided by the total number of buses. Thus, the buses are evenly
distributed along the route. In order to reflect the dynamic characteristics, the desired bus headway
changes as the travel time of the whole route changes. When a bus arrives at the terminal station, the
most suitable bus headway for the system at that time equals the 85th percentile of the predicted travel
times of other buses on the route divided by the total number of buses.

(2) Bus headway variance

The purpose is to minimize the fluctuation of bus headway from the desired bus headway.
Thus, each time a bus arrives at the control point, the holding time to be determined is a1 and the other
buses’ holding time is aipi “ 2, 3, ..., nq sequentially. Using ai and the prediction model, the headway of
each bus at each stop can be obtained. So the bus headway variance can be described as

J2 “

n
ÿ

i“1

m
ÿ

j“2

phij ´ Hdq
2 (2)

where Hd is the desired bus headway and hij is the predicted headway.
Clearly, the prediction model of the bus arrival time is very important here. It is used to calculate

the desired bus headway and the predicted bus headway. Also, the results of the prediction model
have a close relationship with stop-skipping. A little amendment can be added into the prediction
model to reflect the situation of stop-skipping. Only the general form of the prediction model is used
here because it is beyond the scope of this research. It is important to emphasize that the bus headway
variance considered here has taken into account stop-skipping.
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Actually, only a1 is implemented among the results of the holding strategy because when the
next bus arrives, it becomes bus1 and the related history data is updated. Another holding strategy
is obtained and also a1 is carried out. This ensures the strategy is in real time and can deal with any
emergency situation to give the most suitable results.

3.2.3. Extra Penalties

Extra penalty consists mainly of the negative effects of the holding and stop-skipping strategy.
Although the hybrid strategy aims to improve the transit service quality, some passengers’ benefits are
sacrificed for the whole.

(1) Negative effects of bus holding

Bus holding can maintain bus headway stability and reduce the average waiting time at stations.
However, when buses are held at the terminal station, the in-bus passengers have to be held as well.
The holding time of these passengers is their extra waiting time. Usually, the extra holding time is
difficult to understand psychologically. So this is a part of the extra penalties. It is described as:

J1
3 “

n
ÿ

i“1

Qi,1ai (3)

where Qi,1 is the number of passengers who are waiting at the terminal station; Qi,1 can be calculated
as the arrival rate of passengers multiplied by si, rather than hi, because the passengers accumulated
in ai have no extra waiting time.

(2) Negative effects of stop-skipping

Stop-skipping can reduce the in-bus passengers’ travel time and waiting time at the downstream
stations. However, for passengers waiting at the skipped stations, their waiting time nearly doubled
as analyzed above. This is also one part of the extra penalties, and it is already considered in J1.
Besides, for the in-bus passengers who would have gone to the skipped stop, they have to get off at
the previous stop. These passengers have suffered extra losses due to stop-skipping. Thus, this extra
penalty can be expressed as:

J2
3 “

n
ÿ

i“1

m
ÿ

j“2

p1´ωi,jqDi,j (4)

where Di,j is the number of passengers who would have gone to the skipped stop. Di,j can be obtained
by the transit OD matrix.

Thus, the extra penalties of the hybrid strategy can be expressed as

J3 “ J1
3 ` J2

3 (5)

3.2.4. The Weighted Objective Function

The objective function of this model is to minimize the passengers’ waiting time at stations, the
bus headway variance and the extra penalties. Intuitively, perhaps multi-objective optimization is more
suitable. J1, J2 and J3 describe the purpose from different perspectives, respectively. However, these
three aspects have different weights. J1, the passengers’ waiting time at stations, definitely is the
main priority of the public transport service. J2, the fluctuation of bus headway from the desired
bus headway. J3, the extra penalties, is a problem which cannot be ignored because it reflects the
passengers’ psychological endurance for the strategy. So these three objects should be mixed together
with appropriate weighting factors. Thus, the objective function is:

J “ min
ω,a
pθ1 J1 ` θ2 J2 ` θ3 J3q (6)
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where θ1, θ2 and θ3 are weighting factors. It is clearly that θ1 is bigger than the other
two and θ1 ` θ2 ` θ3 “ 1. The accurate values of these three factors are difficult to determine.
Sensitivity analysis is to be done later for any possible combination of the three values.

3.3. Constraints

The main constraint conditions are described as follows:

ωi,jpATi,j ´ ATi´1,jq ` p1´ωi,jqpATi`1,j ´ ATi´1,jq ď hmax (7)

hi,1 “ si ` ai´1 (8)

Qi,j “ Tµptq (9)

ωi,j P t0, 1u (10)

ai ě 0 (11)

Constraint Equation (7) states that the bus headway should not be bigger than a maximum
value hmax to ensure the service quality. ATi,j represents the bus arrival time at a station which
can be obtain by GPS data or estimated by the prediction model. Constraint Equation (8) shows
the relationship between the holding time and bus headway at the terminal station, as in Figure 1.
The transit demand can be calculated by Equation (9), where µptq is the arrival rate which is assumed
to be subject to Poisson distribution here. T is the cumulative time when no bus arrives at stop j.
Constraint Equation (10) describes the stop-skipping decision variable and Equation (11) states that the
holding time cannot be negative. Other information needed in this model is provided by the chosen
prediction model according to actual conditions.

Thus, Equations (6)–(11) construct the main model framework. It is a mixed integer programming
because of ω and a.

3.4. Lagrangian Relaxation Algorithm

The model proposed is a non-deterministic polynomial (NP) problem because of constraint
Equation (7). Plenty of algorithms can be used to solve this kind of problem. It is proved that exact
solutions of NP-hard problems are hard to obtained. In order to obtain an optimality gap between the
obtained solution and the exact solution, Lagrangian relaxation [32] is applied in this paper.

Lagrangian relaxation finds an upper bound on the optimal solution to the original problem by
solving a similar problem where constraint Equation (7) is allowed to be violated with a penalty. So the
original model is converted to:

min
u

min
ω,a
tpθ1 J1 ` θ2 J2 ` θ3 J3q ` uthmax ´ rωi,jpATi,j ´ ATi´1,jq ` p1´ωi,jqpATi`1,j ´ ATi´1,jqsuu (12)

s.t.
u ě 0 (13)

Formulas p8q–p11q

where u is a non-negative vector (i.e., multipliers).
Finally, an optimality gap can be obtained if we construct a feasible solution (lower bound) to the

original problem.

4. Numerical Example

The proposed model is tested on a numerical example, and the instance is solved by CPLEX using
the GAMS platform on a PC with 2.67 Hz CPU and 4 GB RAM.
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4.1. Route Configuration and Data Description

A real bus line, Route 110, in Harbin is selected; it has 29 stops and 18 buses. The route map is
represented in Figure 3. The data used in this paper includes bus GPS data (Table 2) and bus IC data
(Table 3). GPS data is used to obtain the time a bus arrives at or leaves a station. Bus IC data is useful
to estimate the transit OD matrix using the method in [33].
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CardID PosID LineNO Date Time

1500000000001007 313011090 110 20150312 08:27:39
1500000000001007 313011090 110 20150312 16:27:17
1500000000001017 313010743 110 20150312 08:29:02
1500000000001017 313010743 110 20150312 18:23:50
1500000000001031 313011002 110 20150312 08:28:34
1500000000001031 313010985 110 20150312 17:22:10

4.2. Results and Analysis

The numerical example is divided into two experiments. In the first one, the sensitivity analysis
of the weighting factors θ1, θ2 and θ3 is done to reveal the change of strategy with different priorities.
In the second experiment, a comparison of the results of the proposed hybrid model with the results of
only stop-kipping and only the holding strategy is presented to evaluate the performance.

4.2.1. Sensitivity Analysis of Weighting Factors

The primary goal of public transit is to provide quick and convenient service. It is obvious that
waiting at stations is harder to bear than waiting on buses for passengers. Thus, J1 has greater weight
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than the other two and θ1 is the biggest as a consequence. Every combination of weighting factors is
acceptable because they are just from different points of view. However, in any case, the dispatching
strategy comes at a price to a certain extent, either practical difficulties or cost for example. So in this
section the total holding time and the times of stop-skipping are selected to evaluate the sensitivity of
the weighting factors. In addition, it is better to find a certain combination of weighting factors which
has minimum interference with the original bus route.

Nine combinations are analyzed. Additionally, for example, θ1 : θ2 : θ3 “ 4 : 3 : 3 means that
θ1 “ 0.4, θ2 “ 0.3 and θ3 “ 0.3, and so on. The results are shown as Figure 4 below.
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In Figure 4a, it can be found that (1) the total holding time is undulating when the weighting
factors change. In the situation of θ1 “ 0.6, the holding time is at a lower level, meaning that holding
of the hybrid strategy has less interference on the original route; (2) The greater the proportion of
θ2, the longer the total holding time is. That is because necessary holding time is needed to adjust
the headway; (3) Clearly, the total holding time descends as θ3 increases. In Figure 4b, the times of
stop-skipping present a rising tendency as θ1 grows. Also, a trough can be found when θ1 “ 0.6.
So, practically speaking, θ1 “ 0.6 may be a better option.

4.2.2. Performance Evaluation Compared to Other Strategy

The holding strategy only [19] and stop-skipping only [27] are carried out and the results are
compared to the proposed hybrid strategy. The combination of the weighting factors is set as
θ1 : θ2 : θ3 “ 6 : 3 : 1. Four measuring indicators, including the passengers’ average waiting time,
the average travel time coefficient, the average travel time of the whole route and the average bus
headway, are calculated. The results are shown in Table 4.

In Table 4, the first two indicators reflect the transit service quality and the latter two reveal the
transit operational state.

(1) The passengers’ average waiting time (at stations) of the proposed hybrid strategy is in
the middle and the holding strategy only can minimize this indicator. Stop-skipping only has the
maximum value, showing that this strategy’s detrimental effect on the passengers needs to be properly
solved. However, that does not mean the method proposed is not good. Indicators in some other light
are also significant to evaluate the overall performance.

(2) The passengers’ average travel time coefficient is calculated as follows:

traveltimecoefficient “
actualtraveltime
idealtraveltime

(14)
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The ideal travel time equals the distance between the original station and the destination station
divided by the free speed of buses, without considering any waiting time. This indicator reflects
passengers’ extra cost for using the bus compared with the car. The hybrid strategy produces the
minimum travel time coefficient, meaning that this strategy is in a highly competitive position with
cars. That is one of the advantages of the proposed method.

(3) The average travel time of whole route represents the turnover rate of buses. The holding
strategy actually puts the departure time of buses off, causing a longer running time of the whole route
and a lower turnover rate. Thus, it leads to the longest running time, 74.2 min. On the contrary, the
stop-skipping strategy makes buses controlled ahead of the regular schedule with the shortest running
time, 56.3 min. The hybrid method is in the medium level once again.

(4) Bus holding can homogenize the headway, and the average bus headway in this situation
is the shortest. While because of skipping, some stops experience much longer headways; thus, the
stop-skipping strategy leads to longest headway.

Table 4. Comparison of results among the three strategies.

Indicators Holding
Only

Stop-Skipping
Only

Hybrid Strategy
Proposed

Passengers’average waiting time (min) 4.80 5.60 5.20
Passengers’average traveltimecoefficient 1.48 1.45 1.32
Average travel time of whole route (min) 74.20 56.30 62.00

Average bus headway (min) 5.10 5.80 5.30

The performance of the proposed hybrid strategy is at the medium level for most of the indicators.
It is because the hybrid strategy is a trade-off between the input of the public transportation and
the transit service. Most important of all, the proposed method produces the smallest travel time
coefficient, improving the quality of service and strengthening the transit’s competitiveness.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

This paper studies the bus in-station dispatching strategy and proposes a hybrid bus dispatching
model including a holding and stop-skipping strategy. In this strategy, three sub-objectives, the
passengers’ waiting time, the bus headway variance and the extra penalties caused by dispatching
actions, are analyzed. A balanced objective function is proposed, integrating the three sub-objectives
with different weighting factors. The Lagrangian relaxation algorithm is used to solve the
NP-hard problem.

A case study is conducted based on a loop-shaped bus route in Harbin. The real GPS and IC data
are used to estimate the real-time bus position and the OD matrix. Firstly, an experiment is done to
analyze the sensitivity of the three weighting factors. The results show that the total holding time
and the times of stop-skipping both hit the trough phase when θ1 “ 0.6 approximately. Thus, the
recommended values of the weighting factors are θ1 “ 0.6, θ2 “ 0.3 and θ3 “ 0.1 because in this
situation, the strategy has minimum interference on the route. Secondly, another experiment, which
comparing the proposed model with the recommended weighting values to single holding and single
stop-skipping, respectively, was conducted to evaluate its performance. Most of the indicators show
that the hybrid model is a better trade-off. Furthermore, the travel time coefficient of the hybrid
strategy is the smallest. These findings are significantly helpful in enhancing the competitiveness of
the public transportation.

The contributions as well as the advantages of the proposed approach comprise two points.
On the one hand, a better trade-off between the transit service and transit cost is found with the
proposed hybrid in-station bus-dispatching strategy. This can significantly improve the transit service.
Especially, it could give the public transport its competitive edge against other trip modes, which is
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of great significance in solving traffic problems. On the other hand, bus GPS and IC data are used to
make the strategy a real-time dispatching method which can match the practice better.

Additionally, there are some problems which remain unsolved. Firstly, any real-time
bus-dispatching strategy is implemented well with accurate bus arrival time predictions. In this
paper, the bus arrival time prediction is left in implicit terms and a classical method is used in the
numerical example. Actually, both the holding and stop-skipping strategies will significantly affect the
bus running time and dwell time. So improving the prediction model systematically, taking account
of holding and stop-skipping, is challenging but necessary. Secondly, the passenger arrival rate is
assumed to be subject to Poisson distribution. In a better way, as the bus IC data record massive
amounts of transit demand information, it is essential to mine the residents’ transit trip rules and make
a dispatching strategy which could correspond to these rules. Such a strategy would provide better
transit service. Lastly, another future research direction is that the proposed hybrid strategy is applied
to a single bus line. To solve practical problems effectively, multiple bus lines should be analyzed and
the public transportation transfer also needs to be considered carefully.
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